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I N  T H I S  I S S U E
INTERPHEX - On April 17, 2018, G-CON Manufacturing, Inc. returned to the Javits Center
in New York City for INTERPHEX showcasing its prefabricated cleanroom PODs. This year
G-CON highlighted the launch of iCON, a turnkey modular facility approach by
G-CON and IPS, a leading global life sciences A&E firm (Read more about iCON, The
Turnkey Facility of the Future, Here Today).

The 600 square foot exhibit showcased four dedicated stations of G-CON’s most 
popular applications for its prefabricated cleanroom PODs: aseptic fill-finish, cell and 
gene therapy, oral solid dosage (OSD) and monoclonal antibodies (demonstrated 
with iCON). Technical highlights of the iCON product were provided by participating 
vendors and supporters such as Butler Manufacturing, AES Clean Technologies, Inc. 
and MilliporeSigma. Sid Backstrom, Vice President of Business Management at G-CON, 
led the G-CON iCON tour presentation noting that a key advantage of iCON in 
comparison to other modular platforms was that - “iCON delivers pre-engineered 
turnkey facility solutions that can not only be rapidly deployed, but also have flexibility 
in its design and capability to adapt to changing market needs.”

BIO 2018 - G-CON made its first appearance at BIO, which achieved the world record 
for the Largest Business Partnering Event in 2018. With an exhibit location in the 
BioProcess Zone, G-CON’s CEO, Maik Jornitz, along with Dennis Powers - Director of 
Sales Engineering and Kim Muro - Manager of Business Development, met one-on-one 
with industry leaders interested in PODs for upcoming projects with applications 
ranging from regenerative medicine therapies and aseptic fill finish. Based on 
attendees’ interest in meeting with G-CON staff, G-CON has registered for a 4X 
increase in booth size for BIO 2019. Mark your calendars and save the date for June 3 - 
6, 2019 in Philadelphia, PA.

G-CON Manufacturing, Inc.
sales@gconbio.com

979.431.0700
www.gconbio.com
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IN THE NEWS
G-CON Manufacturing Chosen for New POD® 
Based 503B Facility
May 2, 2018
G-CON Manufacturing, producer of prefabricated, 
flexible cleanroom solutions, announced today 
that is has been selected to design and build a 
multi-POD 503B manufacturing space. The PODs 
will provide approximately 1,800 sq. ft. of 
cleanroom space for use in the compounding and 
filling of sterile prescription drugs. The facility has 
been designed with future expansion in mind for 
projected additional capacity requirements.

G-CON Manufacturing and Asgard Cleanroom 
Solutions Announce the Signing of a Manufacturing 
and Supply Agreement at INTERPHEX 2018
April 18, 2018
Asgard Cleanroom Solutions and G-CON Manufacturing 
announced today that the companies have signed a 
Manufacturing and Supply Agreement at INTERPHEX 
2018 in New York, NY. By the agreement, Asgard will 
manufacture PODs pursuant to G-CON’s Quality System 
for G-CON’s European customers.

Pentec Health Selects G-CON Manufacturing POD for 
New Compounding Facility
April 3, 2018
G-CON Manufacturing, producer of prefabricated, flexible 
cleanroom solutions, has been selected to install a single 
POD for Pentec Health’s 503B manufacturing site in 
Boothwyn, PA. Pentec Health, a leader in sterile 
compounding, will utilize the 18’x 42’ POD to supply an 
additional 576 sq. ft. of cleanroom space to their new 
compounding facility.
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http://www.prweb.com/releases/2018/05/prweb15458027.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2018/04/prweb15423649.htm
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2018/04/prweb15381292.htm


TECHNICALLY SPEAKING

PETE MAKOWENSKYJ
Sales Engineer

An Innovative Approach to 
Cell Therapy Facility Design

Background
Cell therapy is a small but rapidly growing 
segment in biotechnology. This space has seen 
a large influx in investment by various small and 
large companies, primarily driven by the success 
seen in clinical trials for CAR-T therapies. In 2017, 
our industry saw the first BLA approval of a CAR-T 
drug by Novartis. Not long after, Kite (now 
Gilead) received the second. In the ATMP 
space, we are seeing about 18% year over year 
growth in the number of clinical trials ongoing 
and this trend is expected to continue for at 
least the next several years. 

Cell therapies are typically autologous 
processes where a patient’s cells or donor cells 
are reinjected into the patient after genetic 
modification. In certain processes, such as in 
manufacturing a CAR-T, viral vectors are utilized 
to modify the cells requiring the clean space to 
be built to BSL requirements. While the 
manufacturers of these therapies are driving 
towards automated and closed process 
platforms, many processes today still require 
manual operations in BSCs or isolators.

The Need for Innovative Facility Infrastructures
Due to this space being relatively immature, 
infrastructure for manufacturing such drugs is 
limited. Large investments into new facilities is 
common. Challenges include process 
uniqueness, segregation and containment, 

flexibility, scalability, and continuity. Many drug 
manufacturers require an agile facility design 
that can provide small scale clinical 
manufacturing capability in the short term, that 
can be easily scaled in the future for 
commercial capacity.

One way to tackle many of the above 
challenges is to utilize a prefabricated, turnkey 
facility approach using autonomous cleanroom 
PODs. While large, interconnected, and 
interdependent facilities can be suitable for a 
single product facility, such facilities are not 
conducive to the efficient production of tens or 
hundreds of batches requiring concurrent 
production. 

Multiple cleanroom PODs can be operated in 
parallel, each operating independently of one 
another, providing the segregation and 
containment needed for a BSL 2 production 
area. Additionally, PODs provide the ability to 
rapidly scale out while not impacting or 
interrupting existing operations. This is critical for 
autologous therapies, as there is no means to 
create drug inventories and where shutting 
down a facility would mean potentially putting 
patients’ lives at risk. 

Facility continuity is also critical when 
considering a migration from an original 
centralized manufacturing facility to a 
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decentralized strategy of multiple smaller 
manufacturing sites located at hospitals 
and treatment centers, closer to the patient 
base.  Being prefabricated, autonomous, 
and mobile, PODs allow a decentralized 
approach with PODs at various locations 
around the country and globe. 

The iCON Solution
In September 2017, IPS and G-CON officially 
launched iCON, a turnkey facility platform 
solution. IPS and G-CON designed iCON for 
multiple applications, cell therapy being 
one. The iCON approach utilizes a 
pre-engineered platform design, leveraging 
the power of concurrent manufacturing of 
the facility, cleanroom PODs and 
equipment. iCON is the most flexible, 
scalable, and rapidly deployable facility 
platform available on the market.

In late 2017, a pharmaceutical company 
approached G-CON and IPS to evaluate 
the iCON approach for a cell therapy 
facility in an existing unused building. One of 
the primary goals for the project was speed 
to market as the therapy to be 
manufactured addresses an unmet need. 
The project kick-off occurred in January 
2018. The building’s modest retrofitting 
began while the PODs were being designed 
and built offsite.  The simultaneous facility 
and cleanroom work significantly 
accelerated the project schedule and 
allowed for the aggressive timeframe to be 
met. The first POD will arrive at the 
customer’s site in May 2018, on time and on 
budget. 

DENNIS POWERS TALKS PODs: ENABLING
DRUG MANUFACTURERS TO MEET NEW 
INDUSTRY STANDARDS
Watch video
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https://youtu.be/cPwZxS5sJVo


UPCOMING EVENTS

PDA Annual Meeting 
Europe

Berlin, Germany
June 26 - June 27, 2018

Speaker: Maik Jornitz, CEO

Biomanufacturing World 
Summit

San Diego, CA
Oct. 29 - 30, 2018

Exhibiting: Booth #TBA

FEATURED COLLABORATORS

Systems

Through relationships with our collaborating entities, we can provide turnkey solutions for our 
customers. G-CON thanks the below mentioned featured collaborators.

ISPE Annual Meeting
Philadelphia, PA
Nov. 4 - 7, 2018

Exhibiting: An iCONic Affair

Webinar: iCON
Featuring: IPS

Speakers: Dennis Powers (G-CON) &
Tom Piombino (IPS)

Sept. 18, 2018
Registration Coming Soon

Webinar: Cell/Gene Therapy
Featuring: GBA Architects & Engineers
Speakers: Dennis Powers (G-CON) &

Sandra Bachamp (GBA) 
Oct. 2018

Registration Coming Soon
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https://gbateam.com/
http://ipsdb.com/
https://ispe.org/conferences/2018-annual-meeting-expo
https://www.pda.org/conference/3rd-pda-europe-annual-meeting/home
https://biomanworld.com/


SPOTLIGHT
A POD COMES IN FOR PIT STOP 
AND HITS THE ROAD AGAIN
G-CON has previously reported the sale of a POD 
to Pentec for a 503B facility (sterile compounding). 
But this project is much more unique than meets 
the eye. The 18’ wide POD was first built by G-CON 
in 2014 for a small biotech company. The start-up 
company needed cleanroom space for the 
manufacture of their clinical supply but also 
wanted to preserve cash so they could meet their 
varying startup obligations without having to raise 
additional capital. Recognizing these needs, 
G-CON partnered with a capital equipment 
finance company, AMUR Capital, to provide the 
client with a leasing option. The client was able to 
lease the POD for 3 years (with a $1 buyout at the 
end of the lease term), enough time to make all of 
its clinical supply. 

Making Cleanroom History

Fast Construction and Installation

At the close of the lease term, the biotech resold 
the POD to G-CON. G-CON performed an 
assessment of the POD, shipped the POD back to 
G-CON, and performed a light refurbishing of the 
POD including repainting, filter replacement, VHP 
cleaning and automation updating and 
upgrading. G-CON then sold the unit as a 
previously owned unit to Pentec. G-CON 
performed a factory acceptance test with Pentec 
prior to shipping and a site acceptance test will be 
completed after shipment.
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The repurposing and moving of a cleanroom from 
a customer site to G-CON and then to another 
customer site may be the only time in history that a 
cleanroom has completed such a voyage and 
remained useful. With the flexibility of the PODs and 
the integrated air bearings, such a process was 
fairly simple and cost effective for all involved.

Repurposed for Pentec

Pentec POD Interior

Pentec POD Exterior



THE G-CON TEAM

Have a project to discuss? 
Email us at sales@gconbio.com

Maik W. Jornitz
President and CEO

Sid Backstrom
VP of Business Managment

Blake Williams
VP of Manufacturing

Melissa Hall
VP of Finance

Troy Simmons
Global Director of 

Business Development

Dennis Powers
Director of Sales Engineering

Brittany Berryman
Director of Marketing

FOLLOW US:
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